
 

 

 

 

SINCE 9/11 First Response Workshop 

Guidance Note 

This is a standalone session designed to be adapted or tailored to students at Key 

Stage 3, 4 or 5.  

This workshop gives students the opportunity to explore how we respond to terrorism as 

a society from multiple perspectives and sectors using mock press conferences to 

consider responses and questions on national security/ civil liberties.  

Use the supporting documents to structure the workshop. The workshop will be 

challenging for students and will encourage them to think on their feet, as well as 

develop confidence in their public speaking skills. 

Learning Objectives:  

• Students will understand the complex nature of dealing with terrorism as a 

phenomenon 

• Students will consider balances between policies and stakeholders which must 

be considered in any response to terrorism   

• Develop skills to critically assess crucial pieces of information in a limited 

timeframe  

• Develop confidence in presentation and public speaking  

Session Overview 

Using the support briefing notes, students will hold mock press conferences based on a 

fictitious terrorist attack in the fictional state of Redland. Students should first be 

divided into three/four groups:  

• Prime Minister and Cabinet  

• Police Chief and Advisors 

• CEO of MeTube and Advisors (fictional social media giant)  

• Press (optional fourth group depending on class size)  

Explain to students that they are now citizens of Redland in the wake of a devastating 

terrorist attack. It is early in the aftermath of the attack and details are scarce, 

however, the people of Redland are waiting for a response from the state. Each 

group should nominate a spokesperson (Prime Minister, Police Chief, MeTube CEO).  



 

 

 

The groups will then be given a short period of time to analyse the briefing notes in 

relation to their group: 

• PM receives Redland Security Service Memo 

• Police Chief receives Police Department Situation Report 

• MeTube CEO receives MeTube briefing note 

• Press Group receives all briefing notes  

The students should study the information carefully to learn as much as they can 

about the situation in a short amount of time. This will challenge their critical thinking 

skills to glean the briefing notes for the key information which it will be important to 

present.  

Ask the groups to prepare an emergency 2-3 minute statement for the press which the 

nominated spokesperson will present. Explain that in a free society, one of the 

functions of the press is to hold the government to account.  

During their preparation time, complicate the preparations by delivering an 

emergency memo to each group which will change their interpretation of the info.  

Press Conferences:  

The teacher/workshop facilitator should allow each group to deliver their statement. 

Immediately following each statement will be a period of press questions. Some 

example questions are in the supporting documents, but the workshop leader should 

consider what information the public will want to know from each group in the 

aftermath of an attack.  

For example, lines of questioning on policy and intelligence failures may be the most 

appropriate for the Prime Minister; assuring the security of the citizens of Redland 

without infringing civil liberties may be the most appropriate line of questions for the 

Police and questions on inaction over extremist material and freedom of speech 

debates will be appropriate for the Social Media Giant CEO.  

It is encouraged to allow the spokesperson to take 2-3 of their group to the front of the 

class with them to support with questions, as this section of the workshop can be 

challenging. The group’s answers to questions may lead to further questions which the 

workshop leader can press the group on.  

Other students not presenting/ the press group should be encouraged to come up 

with their own questions.  

The aim is to demonstrate to students the degree of nuance to the issue of terrorism, 

and the extent to which a whole societal response is required. Issues of security vs 

liberty will also come up in discussion.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

Teaching Controversial Issues 

 

Where discussions lead onto discussions about radicalisation and extremism, teachers 

should ensure that they are familiar with the school’s PREVENT Duty and Child 

Protection Policy. The teacher should report any concerns regarding children at risk of 

radicalisation.  

 

This topic is extremely sensitive, and the issues covered will need to be handled with 

care. It is important to be mindful that certain groups of students may have 

encountered hostility in the wake of recent acts of terror. Please ensure that you are 

also aware of any students who might be refugees or asylum seekers from countries 

affected by terrorism. It is always possible that someone in the class may have suffered 

a loss of a family member or friend e.g. in the recent attacks in the UK, London 7/7, 

recent European attacks, the Syrian conflict or fighting in Iraq or Afghanistan. Schools 

have a responsibility to inform the facilitator if there are any students who may fall into 

the categories above.  

 

The facilitator should remain politically neutral at all times and always present a 

balanced point of view, considering arguments on each side whilst suggesting 

students evaluate which arguments are stronger/better supported by evidence. 

Please see Guidance for Teaching Sensitive and Controversial Issues for more 

information.  

 

Session Plan  

5-10 minutes:  

Introduction to workshop, concept and learning objectives.  

10 minutes:  

Split into three groups to consider the briefing notes and prepare press statements 

15 minutes: 

Deliver Emergency Memo to each group  

20 minutes: 

Statement Preparation time is now over. Each group should deliver their 2-3 minute 

statement which should then be followed by press questioning. The Workshop leader 

should pre-plan possible questions and react when an answer may lead to another 

line of questioning.  

Allow approximately 8 minutes for each group’s presentation and follow up questions.  

45 minutes:  

https://since911.com/resources-schools/lessons/guidance/guidance-teaching-sensitive-and-controversial-topics


 

 

 

Debrief with the students. What did they learn? Do they understand the purpose of the 

workshop? Do they have a more nuanced understanding of the issue? What do they 

think of the balancing act between policies, stakeholders, security and rights which 

must be struck when responding to terrorism?  

50 minutes:  

George W. Bush’s speech in the aftermath of the 9/11 terrorist attacks can be a useful 

tool to show a real example of a reaction to a devastating attack: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YMiqEUBux3o  

55 minutes:  

Wrap up  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YMiqEUBux3o


M E T U B E   E N T E R T A I N M E N T

purpose: 
breakdown of the scarletville terrorist attacks and the current position of metube 
regarding the matter.  

background: 
after simultaneous attacks in mulberry sq and northfield shopping centre in 
scarletvile this morning, metube has come under scrutiny from the  public and press 
for hosting content from members of the terrorist organisation e.l.f. who are believed 
to be responsible for the attacks.   

due to our commitment to free speech, it is not straightforward to remove or restrict 
content, furthermore as all content is user generated, metube's stance is that we are 
not legally responsible for content shared on our platform. 

a total of 112 have been killed and a further 406 injured. of the 4 suspects 2 have been 
killed, 1 wounded and in custody and 1 is still at large.  

situation: 
Following a similar attack in 2017, metube was heavily criticised by the press and named 
specifically by the prime minister for hosting extremist and e.l.f. content.  

since 2017, metube has:  
   - established a counter-extremism working group to combat misuse of the platform. 
   - removed 15,000 pieces of extremist propaganda from metube 
   - invested $1million into community counter extremism programs 

one of the suspects in today's attack was influential on our platform and had used the 
channel to call for similar attacks around the world from supporters.  

it is metube's official policy to uphold a strong committment to freedom of speech. 
metube will remove content which shows violence or calls for violence.  
removing such content has proved challenging due to the labour intensive nature of 
the work and that metube does not own content on the platform. 

Briefing note for metube ceo: 

scarletville terrorist attack  



M E T U B E   E N T E R T A I N M E N T

below are some example questions you can ask following 
the metube ceo statement: 

QUESTION 1 

how responsible do you consider yourselves for today's 
attack given that your platform is responsible for hosting 
extremist content? 

QUESTION 2 

why was there no initiative taken to remove an e.l.f video 
that was flagged and reported a number of times? 

QUESTION 3 

why can't a multimillion dollar company like metube invest 
more resources into monitoring and removing extremist 
and terrorist content on the platform?  

QUESTION 4  

we understand you have a commitment to freedom of 
speech, however shouldn't the line be drawn where there 
is a call for violence or hatred is incited? 

EXAMPLE QUESTIONS



S C A R L E T V I L L E  P O L I C E  

D E P A R T M E N T  

situation report  

 

 

overview 
two coordinated attacks this morning took place in scarletville at 8.15am at the height of rush 
hour 

Terrorist group e.l.f detonated a bomb in mulberry square, close to the parliament buildings 

two buildings severely damaged by the bomb collapsed 
  
93 people were killed 

at 8.23am four gunmen opened fire on members of the public at a second location at northfield 
shopping centre killing 19 

armed counter terrorism officers arrived on scene at 8.47am and engaged the attackers 

26 members of the emergency services responding to the scenes are among the victims 

a further 406 individuals have been injured or are currently missing 

updates 
e.l.f claimed responsibility via a video released online 

2  suspects have been killed, 1 injured & in custody and 1 suspect is currently unaccounted for 

a spokesperson for the terrorist organisation has called for more attacks - was known to be 
active across social media platforms spreading e.lf propaganda  

The eden party which has several members of parliament and historic links to e.l.f. has distanced 
itself from both e.l.f and today's events but many in the public still consider them sympathetic to 
e.l.f 

response 
the prime minister will hold a press conference in response to the attack before the police chief 
response 

one of the suspects was previously known to the security services 

Counter-terrorism officers are conducting raids on known e.l.f cells under surveillance  



S C A R L E T V I L L E  P O L I C E  

D E P A R T M E N T  

EXAMPLE QUESTIONS  

 

 below are some example questions following the 
scarletville police department's statement: 

QUESTION 1 

why did it take 32 minutes following the first attack 
for police to respond? 

QUESTION 2 

eye-witnesses claim there have been 6 gunmen at the 
scene. what are the police doing to confirm this and 
ensure public safety? 

QUESTION 3 

why weren't raids conducted on known e.l.f cells 
before the attacks? 

QUESTION 4 

What security measures have been put in place to 
ensure the further attacks that e.l.f have called for 
won't take place?



R E D L A N D  

S E C U R I T Y   S E R V I C E  

to: Prime minister 

from: redland domestic security service 

RE: scarletville terrorist attacks 

emergency memo  

 

 

it has come to the attention of the security service, that this morning's 
coordinated terrorist attacks in mulberry square and northfield shopping 
centre, which killed 112 and injured a further 406, have been perpetrated by 
terrorist group e.l.f who have claimed responsibility via a video released online. 

four gunmen attacked northfield shopping centre. 2 suspects were shot dead by 
armed police, 1 wounded & arrested, 1 suspect unaccounted for is believed to 
have fled the scene. 

the e.l.f. campaign of violence and economic sabotage is driven by their desire to 
remove governments and organisations they see as harming the environment, in 
their push to create a new global 'green' republic.  

an anonymous e.l.f spokesperson has posted a statement on metube claiming 
responsibility for the attacks and called for more action around the world from 
e.l.f. supporters, therefore we urge the government to remain vigilant and ask 
civilians to do the same, especially a suspect still at large. 

the leader of the eden party, with members affiliated to e.l.f. has distanced 
himself from today's attacks in an official statement.  

the security service is working with scarletville police counter-terrorism 
command to shut down and arrest remaining e.l.f. cells under surveillance. 

jane doe, director of redland security service 



R E D L A N D  

S E C U R I T Y   S E R V I C E  

below are some example questions you can ask 
students following the prime minister's statement: 

EXAMPLE QUESTIONS 

 

QUESTION 1 

was there an intelligence failure? if the suspect was 
on a terror watch-list why was there no intervention 
leading up to the attack? 

QUESTION 2 

why have political parties with an affiliation to 
terrorist organisation been allowed to remain 
politically active? 

QUESTION 3 

where do you draw the line between national security 
and civil liberty, when it comes to keeping individuals 
under surveillance  

QUESTION 4 

should the government be monitoring social media 
activity more closely following, where potential 
terrorist have influential platforms? 



Emergency Update for chief of Police: 

Eye witness reports are emerging from survivors in intensive 

care which indicate the involvement of 6 gunmen in the 

Northfield Shopping Centre. Armed officer on scene reported 4 

gunmen 

 

 

Emergency Update for Metube CEO 

The Redland Times online has just posted an article reporting 

that a video uploaded by an E.L.F member was flagged and 

reported over 10,000 times in the last year, but remains visible 

on the platform 

 

 

Emergency Update for Prime Minister 

One suspect was previously known to domestic Security Service 

and arrested for terrorism offences but released without charge 

in 2016 

Suspect has been on terror watch-list since the arrest in 2016 


